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This paper is concerned with a mixed boundary value problem for the basic
stationary semiconductor equations modeling the generation of charged particles
 .due to impact ionization avalanche generation . We establish the existence of a
weak solution to this boundary value problem under the assumption that the
diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes are equal. The method of proof re-
lies on approximating the generation term by bounded gradient nonlinearities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the steady state of a semiconductor device whose internal
behavior is assumed to be governed by pure generation of charged parti-
cles due to impact ionization avalanche generation of electrons and
.holes . The following system of PDEs for the electron and hole densities n,
p and the electrostatic potential c is a widely used model for this
mechanism:
< < < <ydiv J s a =c J q a =c J , 1.1 .  .  .1 1 1 2 2
< < < <div J s a =c J q a =c J , 1.2 .  .  .2 1 1 2 2
y Dc s p y n q f , 1.3 .
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where
J s D =n y m n=c s conduction current density of electrons,1 1 1
J s y D =p q m p=c s conduction current density of holes. .2 2 2
Here D , D are the diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes, respec-1 2
tively, while m , m are their mobility coefficients. These coefficients are1 2
 w x.generally field dependent cf. 4, 7, 8, 12 . In the present paper, however,
 .D and m i s 1, 2 are assumed to be positive constants. In addition, wei i
  .  .assume D s D by dividing 1.1 and 1.2 by this common value, we may1 2
.suppose D s D s 1 .1 2
The coefficients a and a represent the ionization rates for electrons1 2
and holes, respectively. A well accepted model is:
b¡ o i da exp y if j g R , j / 0,o i~  /< <a j s j .i ¢0 if j s 0
  .a , b s const ) 0 i s 1, 2 , d s dimension of the semiconductor re-o i o i
.  . < <  . < <gion . With this choice of a , a the term a =c J q a =c J models1 2 1 1 2 2
 w x.the generation of charged particles due to impact ionization cf. 7, 8, 12 .
 .  . dSystem 1.1 ] 1.3 will be considered in a bounded domain V ; R
d s 2 when the semiconductor device may be regarded as an intrinsically
.two-dimensional structure, or d s 3 in the general case . Let ­ V denote
the boundary of V. To model characteristic device geometries as well as
 w x.typical boundary contacts of a semiconductor within a circuit cf. 7, 8, 12 ,
we assume throughout
­ V is Lipschitzian,
­ V s G j G , G l G s B, G open in ­ V .o 1 o 1 o
Then the boundary conditions on n, p, and c are as follows:
n s n , p s p , c s c on G ,o o o o 1.4 .
­c
1.5 .J ? n s J ? n s s 0 on G ,1 2 1­n
where n denotes the unit outward normal along ­ V. The functions n , p ,o o
and c represent the prescribed boundary values of the densities n, p ando
the electrostatic potential c at the Ohmic contact G . Boundary conditiono
 .1.5 means vanishing of the outward component of the current densities
 .J , J and the electric field E s y=c , i.e., 1.5 characterizes insulation of1 2
the device with its environment along G .1
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The stationary semiconductor equations with avalanche term seem to be
2  .  . little investigated. The existence of a C -solution to 1.1 ] 1.5 D s m si i
 . . w x1 i s 1, 2 , d s 1 for all negative applied voltages has been proved in 6 .
< <The discussion in that paper also shows that J q J grows exponentially1 2
if the applied voltage tends to y`; this reflects the physically expected
``avalanche breakdown.'' Numerical studies on the avalanche effect in
w xsemiconductor devices are presented in 10 . A rather general class of
diffusion-reaction equations modeling various types of charge transport
w xhas been considered in 11 . However, the assumption regarding the
generation term in this paper seem to eliminate the quadratic nonlineari-
< < < < < < < <ties n =c , p =c originating from J and J .1 2
w x  .  .In 3 , the authors proved the existence of a weak solution to 1.1 ] 1.5
 . . involving the additional term r n, p 1 y np Auger recombination-gener-
.  .  .  .ation on the right of 1.1 and 1.2 . The term r n, p np supplies an extra
coerciveness which simplifies considerably the proof proving a priori
 .  .bounds on weak solutions to 1.1 ] 1.5 .
The aim of the present paper is to prove the existence of a weak
 .  .solution to 1.1 ] 1.5 under a smallness assumption on an integral norm
< <of =c . The basic existence theorem is stated in Section 2. In Section 3 weo
establish the existence of approximate solutions and derive some integral
estimates. The final Section 4 is devoted to the proof of a priori estimates
and the passage to limit.
 .  .In a forthcoming paper we study the nonstationary analogue of 1.1 ] 1.5
 . D s D . It turns out that the existence of a weak solution over any1 2
.finite time interval can be proven without any smallness condition on
< <=c .o
2. NOTATIONS. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT




1, s5 5 < < < <u s u q =u dx . .H V . H /
V
1 . 1, 2 .If s s 2 we write H V in place of H V .
Define
H 1 V s u g H 1 V : u s 0 a.e. on ­ V , 4 .  .o




q 2< < < <u dx F c =u dx ;u g V , 2.1 .H Ho /  /
V V
  .where 1 F q - q` if d s 2, 1 F q F 6 if d s 3 c s c q, V s const;o o
w x.cf. e.g. 9 .
 .  .We impose on the data in 1.1 ] 1.4 the following conditions:
a g C R d , .i 2.2 .d 0 F a j F a s const - q` ;j g R i s 1, 2 , .  .i o i
f g Lr V r ) d , 2.3 .  .  .
121, s¡n , p , c g H V s ) 2 if d s 2, s s if d s 3 , .  .o o o 5
n , p G 0 a.e. in V ,~ o o 2.4 .
ess sup n , ess sup p - q` if d s 3.o o¢
G Go o
Then our main result is the following.
 .  .THEOREM. Assume 2.2 ] 2.4 hold. Then there exists a t ) 0 such thato
if
< < s=c dx F t , 2.5 .H o o
V
1 .there exist functions n, p, c g H V satisfying
0 F n , p F K s const a.e. in V , 2.6 .o
¡ iq1 < < < <y1 J ? =w dx s a =c J q a =c J w dx .  .  . .H Hi 1 1 2 2~ 2.7 .V V¢;w g V i s 1, 2 , .
=c ? =w dx s p y n q f w dx ;w g V , 2.8 .  .H H
V V
n s n , p s p , c s c a.e. on G . 2.9 .o o o o
 4  1 ..3Remarks. 1. A triple of functions n, p, c g H V satisfying
 .  .  .  .2.6 ] 2.9 represents a weak solution to 1.1 ] 1.5 . This is readily seen
 .  .  .when multiplying 1.1 , 1.2 , and 1.3 by w g V and integrating by parts
over V on the left-hand side.
1y1r s, s . 12. Suppose we are given c g H ­ V . Then c may be ex-o o
1, s .tended to a function in H V which we again denote by c ; moreover,o




1y 1r s , s< < 5 5=c dx F c cH H ­ V .o o /
V
 w x.  .c s const ) 0 independent of c ; cf. 9 . Thus, if supp c ; G then theo o o
  ..smallness of the applied voltage c along G cf. 1.4 in the sense of theo o
1y1r s, s  .H -norm implies the smallness condition 2.5 .
3. In addition to the above assumption on c , assumeo
< <ess sup c - q`.o
Go
 4  1 ..3  .  .Let n, p, c g H V satisfy 2.6 ] 2.9 . Then:
< <ess sup c - q`, 2.10 .
V
< <n G exp y2m ess sup c ess inf n a.e. in V , 2.11 .1 o /
GoV
< <p G exp y2m ess sup c ess inf p a.e. in V . 2.12 .2 o /
GoV
 .  .  w x.Indeed, 2.10 follows from 2.8 by standard arguments cf. 2, 14 . To
establish the bounds on n, p from below we introduce new unknown
functions by
u s neym 1c , ¨ s pe m2 c a.e. in V .
1 .  .Then u, ¨ g H V , and 2.7 is equivalent to
e m1c =u ? =w dx s eym 2 c =¨ ? =w dxH H
V V
m1c < < ym 2 c < < Xs a =c e =u q a =c e =¨ w dx 2.7 .  .  . .H 1 2
V
for all w g V. Set
< <l s ess sup c ,
V
k s eym 1l ess inf n , k s eym 2 l ess inf p .1 o 2 o
G Go o
1 w xSee e.g. 9 for the definition of fractional Sobolev spaces.
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 .y  y  4.  .y  X.Clearly, u y k g V t s min t , 0 . Inserting w s u y k into 2.71 1
yields
ym c1e =u ? = u y k dx F 0, .H 1
V
 .y  .i.e., u y k s 0 a.e. in V, whence 2.11 . By an analogous argument,1
 .y¨ y k s 0 a.e. in V.2
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
3.1. Approximation. Let « ) 0. Given t , t X g R and j , j X, h g R d we
define
X X < < < X X <g t , t , j , j , h s a h j y m th q a h j q m t h .  .  . .« 1 1 2 2
y1X X< < < <= 1 q « a h j y m th q a h j q m t h . .  . .1 1 2 2
Then the theory of pseudo-monotone operators yields the existence of
1 .functions n , p , c g H V such that« « «
0 F n , p F K « s const.- q` a.e. in V , 3.1 .  .« «
¡
=n y m n =c ? =w dx .H « 1 « «
V~ 3.2 .
s g n , p , =n , =p , =c w dx ;w g V , .H¢ « « « « « «
V
¡
=p q m p =c ? =w dx .H « 2 « «
V~ 3.3 .
s g n , p , =n , =p , =c w dx ;w g V , .H¢ « « « « « «
V
=c ? =w dx s p y n q f w dx ;w g V , 3.4 .  .H H« « «
V V
n s n , p s p , c s c a.e. on G . 3.5 .« o « o « o o
An existence result of this type involving any continuous function 0 F
 X X .g t , t , j , j , h F g s const in place of g , and a recombination-genera-o «
. w xtion term has been proved in 3 . This proof continues to hold with minor
modifications in the present situation; therefore we dispense with further
details.
3.2. Preliminary Estimates. Here and in Section 3.3 we derive some
integral estimates on n , p , and c . These estimates form the base for the« « «
a priori bounds which will be established in Section 4. For notational
simplicity, we omit the index « .
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 .  .To begin with, we note that 2.1 and 3.5 imply
t5 5 2 dn q p F C 1 q = n q p , 3.6 .  . .  ..L V . L V1
where 1 F t - q` if d s 2, 1 F t F 6 if d s 3 C s const depends on1
5 5 1 5 5 1 .t, meas V, n , and p .H V . H V .o o
 .  .1 Inserting w s c y c into 3.4 yieldso
5 5 2 d 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 d=w F C n y p q f q =c , 3.7 . .L V .. L V . L V . L V ..2 o
where the constant C depends only on meas V.2
 .  .  .  .2 We insert w s y c y c into 3.2 , w s c y c into 3.3 , ando o
add the equations to obtain
< < 2m n q m p =c dx .H 1 2
V
s m n q m p =c ? =c dx q = n y p ? = c y c dx .  .  .H H1 2 o o
V V
s I q I . 3.8 .1 2
 .By 3.6 ,
1 2< <I F m n q m p =c dx .H1 1 22 V
C1 2
s5 < < 52 d 4q max m , m 1 q = n q p =c . . .  .. L V .L V1 2 o2
 . To estimate I we make use of 3.4 with test function w s n y p y n y2 o
.  .p and 3.7 :o
I s p y n q f n y p y n y p dx .  . .H2 o o
V
q =c ? = n y p dx y = n y p ? =c dx .  .H Ho o o
V V
1 2
2 2 d5 5 5 52 dF y n y p q = n y p =c .   ..L V . L V ..L V o2
5 5 22 5 5 12 5 5 12 5 5 2 dq C f q n q p q =c .L V . H V . H V . L V ..3 o o o
 .C s const depends only on meas V .3
Set
s5 < < 5=c s =c .L V .o o
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 .Then 3.8 gives
2 2< <n y p q n q p =c dx .  . .H
V
2 d 2 d5 5 5 5F C 1 q =c 1 q =c =n q =p , 3.9 . 4 .  .L V .. L V ..4 o o
5 5 2the constant C being dependent on meas V, m , m , and f ,L V .4 1 2
5 5 1 5 5 1n , p .H V . H V .o o
 .  .3.3. Estimation of H n q p dx. First, by 2.2 ,V
< < < X X <a h j y m th q a h j q m t h .  .1 1 2 2
< X < < X < X < < 4F max a , a j q j q j y j q m t q m t h . .o1 o2 1 2
for all t , t X g Rq and all j , j X, h g R d.
Next, define
< < < <¡a =c =n y m n=c q a =c =p q m p=c .  .1 1 2 2
< < < < < <= n q p q = n y p q m n q m p =c .  .  .1 2~s so
< < < < < <if 0 - = n q p q = n y p q m n q m p =c - q`, .  .  .1 2¢
0 otherwise,
and
¡s = n q p .o
if 0 - = n q p - q`, .~s s = n q p .¢ 20 otherwise.
Then
s , s are measurable in V ,o
< <  40 F s , s F b [ max a , a a.e. in Vo o o1 o2
and
< < < <¡a =c =n y m n=c q a =c =p q m p=c .  .1 1 2 2~ 3.10 .< <s s ? = n q p q s = n y p q m n q m p =c .  .  . .o 1 2¢
a.e. in V .
In order to obtain a suitable integral estimate on n q p we construct a
 .  .test function f for 3.2 and 3.3 as follows. The Riesz]Schauder theory
2 Note that s and s depend on « through n, p, and c .0
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of compact linear mappings in Hilbert spaces yields the existence of a
function f g V such that
=f ? =w dx y 2 fs ? =w dx s w dx ;w g V 3.11 .H H H
V V V
 w x.cf. e.g. 2, 5 . To see this, it suffices to consider the adjoint problem
w g V ,¡~
=w ? =w dx y 2 s ? =w w dx s 0 ;w g V .H H¢
V V
 wand to observe that w s 0 by virtue of the weak maximum principle cf. 2,
x w x5, 14 ; note that the weak maximum principle in 5, 14 refers to Dirichlet
conditions along the whole boundary; however, the proofs in these works
can be easily adapted to the mixed boundary conditions under considera-
.tion .
 .From 3.11 we derive estimates on f. First, there holds
0 F f F g a.e. in V , 3.12 .1
< < 2=f dx F g , 3.13 .H 2
V
where the constants g , g depend only on b and meas V. Indeed,1 2 o
 . y  y.  .multiplying 3.11 by t ) 0 and inserting w s tf r 1 y tf into 3.11
gives
2y 2= log 1 y tf dx F 4b . . .H o
V
 .Let L ) 0 be arbitrary. Then, by 2.1 ,
22b co oy 6 4meas x : f F yL F 0.
tªq` /log 1 q tL .
 y 4 y  .Whence meas x: f - 0 s 0, i.e., f s 0 a.e. in V. Using w s fr 1 q f
 .as test function in 3.11 we obtain analogously
22b co o 4meas x : f G L F ;L ) 0. /log 1 q L .
 .Now, testing 3.11 with w s f and choosing L sufficiently large gives the
 .  .estimate 3.13 . Once we have 3.13 , the estimation of f from above
 w x.follows by standard techniques cf. 5, 14 .
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 .  .  .  .Second, we insert w s n q p f into 3.11 and employ 3.6 , 3.12 , and
 .3.13 to obtain
2< < 2 dn q p =f dx F C 1 q = n q p , 3.14 .  .  . .  ..H L V5
V
5 5 1 5 5 1where C s const depends on b , meas V, and n , p .H V . H V .5 o o o
 .  .The function f is admissible in 3.2 and 3.3 . Taking into account
 .3.10 we find
= n q p ? =f dx q m n y m p =c ? =f dx .  .H H 1 2
V V
< < < <F 2 a =c J q a =c J f dx .  . .H 1 1 2 2
V
< <s 2 s ? = n q p q s = n y p q m n q m p =c f dx , .  .  . .H o 1 2
V
 . and substitution of the first integral on the right according to 3.11 with
 ..w s n q p y n q p yieldso o
n q p dx F n q p dx y =f y 2fs ? = n q p dx .  .  .  .H H Ho o o o
V V V
q m n y m p =c ? =f dx .H 1 2
V
< <q 2 s = n y p q m n q m p =c f dx. .  . .H o 1 2
V
Here the second integral on the right is bounded by a constant which
5 5 1 5 5 1depends only on b , meas V, and n , p . The third integralH V . H V .o o o
 . will be estimated with the aid of 3.14 , while the estimation of n q
. < <  .  .  .p =c f is easily done using 3.6 t s 1 therein and 3.12 . Thus,
n q p dx F C 1 q = n y p dx .  .H H6 
V V
1r2
1r2 2< <2 dq 1 q = n q p n q p =c dx 3.15 .  .  . .  .. HL V 5 /
V
with C s const depending only on b , m , m , meas V , and6 o 1 2
5 5 1 5 5 1n , p .H V . H V .o o
 .We estimate the first integral on the right of 3.15 . To this end, let V o
and V be domains such that V ; V ; V ; V. We may assume that1 o 1 1
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` d.­ V is smooth. Let z g C R be a cutoff function for V : z ' 1 on V ,1 1 o
 .  . 1 .0 F z F 1 on V , and supp z ; V . Clearly, n y p z g H V .1 1 o 1
1 .Let w g H V . We extend w by zero onto V _ V . Then wz is ano 1 1
 .  .admissible test function for 3.2 and 3.3 . One finds
= p y n ? = wz dx q m n q m p =c ? = wz dx s 0, .  .  .  .H H 1 2
V V
and therefore
= n y p z ? =w dx . .H
V1
s m n q m p z =c ? =w dx q m n q m p =c ? =z w dx .  .  .H H1 2 1 2
V V1 1
q n y p =z w q 2=z ? =w dx. .  . .H
V1
 .Using 2.1 we easily obtain by Holder's inequalityÈ
5r12
12r5< <= n y p z ? =w dx F M =w dx , . .H H /V V1 1
where
< < 4M s max m , m 1 q c max =z1 2 o /
V1
1r2 1r12
62< <= n q p =c dx n q p dx .  .H H /  /V V1 1
7r12
12r7< < < < < <q 1 q c 2 max =z q max Dz n y p dx . . Ho  /  /V V V1 1
From the theory of linear elliptic boundary value problems it follows that
7r12
12r7
< <= n y p z dx F g M q n y p z dx , . .H H /  /V V1 1
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 w x.where the constant g depends only on V cf. 1, 13 . Thus,1
= n y p dx .H
V
7r12
12r75r12F meas V = n y p dx .  .H /V o
1r2
21r2q meas V _ V = n y p dx .  . . Ho  /
V
1r2
< < 2 dF C 1 q max =z 1 q = n q p . .  ..L V7  / V1
=
1r2
2< < < < < <n q p =c dx q 1 q max =z q max Dz .H  / / V VV 1 1
=5 5 2n y p L V . 5
1r2
2 dq meas V _ V = n y p . .  . .   ..L Vo
 .Inserting this into 3.15 gives
n q p dx .H
V
1r2
< < 2 dF C 1 q max =z 1 q = n q p . .  ..L V8  / V1
1r2
2< <= n q p =c dx .H /
V




2 dmeas V _ V = n y p ; 3.16 .  .  . .   ..L Vo 5
here the constants C and C depend on the same data as the other7 8
constants above, but are independent of « and the derivatives of z .
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM COMPLETED
 .4.1. A Priori Estimates I . As above, to simplify the notation, here and
in 4.2 we omit the index « at n , p , c .« « «
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Set
1 1
 4  4k s max a , a max 1, m , m max , .o1 o2 1 2  5m m1 2
 .  .  .  .We insert w s n y n rm into 3.2 , w s p y p rm into 3.3 , ando 1 o 2
obtain
1 1 2 2< < < <min , =n q =p dx .H 5m m V1 2
1 1 1
2 2F =n ? =n q =p ? =p dx q =c ? = n y p dx .H Ho o /m m 2V V1 2
q yn=c ? =n q p=c ? =p dx .H o o
V
< < < < < <q k =n q =p q n q p =c n q p q n q p dx .  . .  .H o o
V
s I q I q I q I . 4.1 .1 2 3 4
Let 0 - d F 1 be arbitrary. Clearly,
< < 2 < < 2I F d =n q =p dx .H1
V
1 1 1 2 2< < < <q max , =n q =p dx. 4.2 . .H o o2 2 54d m m V1 2
 .To estimate I we make use of 3.4 :2
1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2I s p y n q f n y p y n y p dx q =c ? = n y p dx .  .  . .H H2 o o o o2 2V V
1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2F n y p n y p dx q f n y p y n y p dx .  .  . .H Ho o o o2 2V V
1
2 2q =c ? = n y p dx. .H o o2 V
 .Here the third integral on the right will be estimated with the aid of 3.7 .
 .Next, by 3.6 ,
1 1
2 2
r 2 rr ry2. 25 5 5 5 5 5f n y p dx F f n q p n y p .H L V . L V . L V .2 2V
1 22 2< < < <F d =n q =p dx q K 1 q y n y p dx . .H 1  /dV
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in what follows, by K , . . . , K we denote positive constants which1 14
5 5 r 5 5 1, s 5 5 1, sdepend on meas V, a , a , m , m , f , n , p , andL V . H V . H V .o1 o2 1 2 o o
5 5 1, s .c , but are independent both of « and d . Thus,H V .o
1 22 2< < < <I F d =n q =p dx q K 1 q n y p dx . 4.3 .  . .H H2 2  /dV V
 .Again using 3.6 gives
< < < < < <I F n q p =c =n q =p dx .  .H3 o o
V
< < 2F n q p =c dx .H
V
 . 1rssy2 r2 s1 s .sr sy2 < < < <q n q p dx =n q =p dx .  .H H o o /  /4 V V
12 2 2< < < < < <F d =n q =p dx q n q p =c dx q K 1 q . 4.4 .  . .H H 3  /dV V
 .The estimation of I is crucial. First, by combining 3.6 and Young's4
inequality
< < < <k =n q =p n q p dx . .H
V
2 1r2 1r2k 32 2< < < <F d =n q =p dx q n q p dx n q p dx .  . .H H H /  /2dV V V
212 2< < < <F 2d =n q =p dx q K 1 q n q p dx . . .H H4 7 5 /dV V
Second,
2 < <k n q p =c dx .H
V
1r2 1r2
32< <F k n q p =c dx n q p dx .  .H H /  /
V V
212 2 2< < < < < <F d =n q =p dx q K 1 q n q p =c dx . . .H H5 3 5 /dV V
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The estimation of the terms which involve n q p is straightforward. Weo o
thus obtain
< < 2 < < 2I F 4d =n q =p dx .H4
V
2 21 1 2< <q K 1 q n q p dx q n q p =c dx . .  .H H6 7 7 5 /  /d dV V
4.5 .
 .  .  .   .Inserting 4.2 ] 4.5 into 4.1 and choosing d s min 1, 1r14
 44min 1rm , 1rm yields1 2
< < 2 < < 2=n q =p dx .H
V
2
2 2< <F K 1 q n y p dx q n q p =c dx .  .H H7   /
V V
2
q n q p dx . 4.6 .  .H 5 /
V
Now we fix a domain V ; V ; V such thato o
1
meas V _ V F .o 28C K8 7
  ..  .C according to 3.16 . Then the domain V V ; V ; V ; V and8 1 o 1 1
the cutoff function z will be fixed as above. We estimate the third integral
 .  .on the right of 4.6 with the aid of 3.16 to obtain
< < 2 < < 2=n q =p dx .H
V
2
2 2< <F K 1 q n y p dx q n q p =c dx .  .H H8  5 /
V V
2 2 2 2< < < <F K 1 q =c 1 q =c =n q =p dx ; . . H9 o o 5
V
 .here we have used 3.9 . Hence there exists a t ) 0, such that ifo




< < 2 < < 2=n q =p dx F K ;« ) 0, 4.7 . .H 10
V
< < 21 q n q p =c dx F K ;« ) 0. 4.8 .  .H 11
V
 .4.2. A Priori Estimates II . We show that n and p are bounded from
above by a constant which does not depend on « . To this end, define
k s max ess sup n , ess sup p , 5o o o
G Go o
and, for any k G k ,o
A s A s x g V : n x ) k , 4 .k k , «
B s B s x g V : p x ) k , 4 .k k , «
v k s v k s meas A q meas B . .  .« k k
w .The function v is non-increasing on k , q` .o
 .By 2.1 ,
h y k v h .  .
1r tXXtq1rtF meas A n y k dx .  . .Hk  /
V
1r tXXtq1rtq meas B p y k dx .  . .Hk  /
V
1r2
2 2q q1rtF c v k = n y k q = p y k dx 4.9 .  .  .  . . H  /o  5
V
 Xfor all h ) k G k , where 1 - t - q` if d s 2, t s 6r5 if d s 3 t so
 ..tr t y 1 .
 .q  . On the other hand, inserting w s n y k rm into 3.2 and w s p y1
.q  .  .k rm k G k into 3.3 yields2 o
1 1 2 2q q
min , = n y k q = p y k dx .  .H  / 5m m V1 2
q qF n=c ? = n y k y p=c ? = p y k dx .  . .H
V
q q
< < < < < <q k =n q =p q n q p =c n y k q p y k dx .  .  . .  .H
V
s I q I . 4.10 .1 2
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  . 4 Let d s 2. We first fix any 1 - t - min 2 rr 1 q r , 4r3 r ) 2 according
 ..  .to 2.3 , and fix then q sufficiently large such that 0 - tr 2 y trq y t - r.
If d s 3 we set q s 3. Hence, in both cases,
qt
- r r ) d; cf. 2.3 . . .
2 q y t y qt
 .With this choice of q we define m s qrr qr y q y r . Then
1 1 1 1 1
q q s 1, q ) 1. 4.11 .
r q m t 2m
 .Thus, by 3.4 ,
1 1
2 2I s =c ? =n dx y =c ? =p dxH H1 2 2A Bk k
1 q q2 2 2 2s p y n q f n y k y p y k dx .  .  .H2 V
1 1
2 2< < < <F f n dx q f p dxH H2 2A Bk k
1rm2 2
r 2 q 2 q5 5 5 5 5 5F f n q p v k . . . .L V . L V . L V .
Next, for any d ) 0,
2 2q q
I F 3d = n y k q = p y k dx .  .H  /2
V
c2 k 2o 2r32 2< < < <q =n q =p dx v k . . .H2d V
1r6
1r262< <q n q p =c dx n q p dx v k . .  .  . .H H 5 /
V V
1  4  .  .Choosing d s min 1rm , 1rm we obtain by combining 4.9 and 4.101 26
1r t 1r2 m 1r3 1r4h y k v h F K v k v k q v k q v k .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .12
 41rtqmin 1r2 m , 1r4F K v k . .13
 .  .  .for all h ) k G k ; here we have used 4.7 and 4.8 . By 4.11 , 1rt qo
 4min 1r2m, 1r4 ) 1. Then a well-known iteration argument implies
 .  w x.v k q K s 0 cf. 14 , i.e.,o 14
n F k q K , p F k q K a.e. in V , ;« ) 0. 4.12 .o 14 o 14
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4.3. Passage to Limit « ª 0. By passing to a subsequence if necessary,
 .  .from 4.7 and 4.8 we conclude that
n ª n , p ª p , c ª c« « «
weakly in H 1 V , strongly in L2 V , and a.e. in V .  .
 .as « ª 0. The bounds on n , p in 4.12 continue to hold after letting« «
 .  .tend « ª 0 therein. Analogously, 3.5 implies 2.9 .
 .  2 ..dFrom 3.4 we readily infer that =c ª =c strongly in L V as«
 .  .  2 ..d« ª 0. Now 3.2 and 3.3 imply =n ª =n, =p ª =p strongly in L V« «
 .  .as « ª 0. Then the passage to limit « ª 0 in 3.2 and 3.3 is easily
 w x.carried out by using standard arguments cf. also 3 .
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